Celebrating Carolina's Diversity

Journey to Giving
Carolina alumna Maribel Carrion ’77, ’86 (M.B.A.) gives back to her alma mater by supporting opportunities that encompass the major influences in her life: community, travel and the arts.

UNC American Indian Center
Alumni Spotlight: Ryan Dial-Stanley
The American Indian Center is preparing tomorrow’s leaders and celebrating their journeys at Carolina and beyond. The most recent profile is on Ryan Dial-Stanley, a member of the Lumbee tribe and 2020 graduate. Learn more about his story and those of other alumni here!

Celebration, Community, Curiosity
Heidi Kim, director of Carolina’s Asian American Center, discusses the center’s first months during the pandemic, the rise of anti-Asian racism and violence, and a resulting “silver lining” for the center.

Program to Recruit, Train Black Doulas Receives Harvey Award
Supported by the C. Felix Harvey Award and led by Venus Standard, assistant clinical professor in the UNC School of Medicine’s Department of Family Medicine, a pilot doula training program at Carolina will work to improve the birth outcomes for Black women.

ALSO IN THIS ISSUE
Read ACRED’s statement in response to the recent shooting in Atlanta, GA.

The Alumni Committee on Racial and Ethnic Diversity denounces violence in all forms, including the latest surge in violence against Asians and Asian Americans.

Honoring a Pioneer
Gifts from Scott Peeler and Diana Florence, UNC-CH School of Law alumni, are endowing a scholarship and funding a portrait to honor Sylvia X Allen, the first Black woman to graduate from Carolina Law.

Sharing Our Stories
Senior Nash Consing honed his skills as a storyteller while at UNC, sharing stories about Asian identity on campus. He is now at work to create a documentary about the Hmong who settled in Hickory, North Carolina.
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